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1

INTRODUCTION

Boyne Coast and Estuary SAC is a moderately sized coastal site which is situated below the town of
Drogheda and includes most of the tidal sections of the River Boyne, a substantial river which drains a
large catchment. On the seaward side the site extends north and south for several kilometres to
include the remaining intact areas of dune at Baltray and Mornington, as well as adjacent beaches and
intertidal sand and mud flats. Mornington sand dune system also forms part of the Boyne Estuary SPA.
The sand dune system forms a gradient from embryonic dunes to mobile dunes to fixed dunes, all of
which are of high conservation value and are an integral part of the Boyne Coast and Estuary cSAC and
Boyne Estuary SPA.
The sand dune system is currently under high recreational pressure. The main threats to the sand
dune system are from unmanaged recreation activities, particularly the entrance of vehicles into the
sand dunes and pedestrian trampling within the dunes. A network of informal paths and tracks has
developed and is now spread over an extensive area within the dunes. The overall EU conservation
status of the qualifying features at Mornington is given as Unfavourable – Inadequate during the
Coastal Monitoring Project (Ryle et al. 2009, Murray 2012).
Meath County Council in associated with Action for Biodiversity propose to create a wooden pathway
to guide the movement of visitors from the car parking area to the beach, which will help reduce the
level of pressure on the sand dune.
An Appropriate Assessment Screening was carried out in respect of the proposed pathway.
Appropriate Assessment is a requirement of Article 6(3) and 6(4) of Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora, also known as the Habitats Directive as
transposed in Ireland by the European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011 and
by the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2010, as amended.
Figure 1. Location map showing designated sites at Mornington Beach

Mornington Beach
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2.1

APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT BACKGROUND
NATURA 2000 SITES

The Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) formed a basis for the designation of Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs). Similarly, Special Protection Areas are designated under the Birds Directive
(79/409/EEC). Collectively, SACs and SPAs are referred to as Natura 2000 sites. In general terms, they
are considered to be of exceptional importance in terms of rare, endangered or vulnerable habitats
and species within the European Community.
2.2

STAGES OF APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT

The Habitats Directive promotes a hierarchy of avoidance, mitigation and compensatory measures to
be addressed in the AA process.
1. Firstly, a plan or project should aim to avoid any negative impacts on Natura 2000 sites by
identifying possible impacts early in the planning process for any plan or project and ensuring
that impacts are avoided.
2. Secondly, mitigation measures should be applied during the AA process to the point where no
adverse impacts on the site(s) remain.
3. Under a worst-case scenario, a plan may have to undergo an assessment of alternative
solutions. Under this stage of the assessment, compensatory measures are required for any
remaining adverse effects, but they are permitted only if (a) there are no alternative solutions
and (b) the plan is required for imperative reasons of overriding public interest (the ‘IROPI
test’). European case law highlights that consideration must be given to alternatives outside
the plan boundary area in carrying out the IROPI test. It is a rigorous test which plans are
generally considered unlikely to pass.
Appropriate Assessment comprises 4 stages:
Stage One: Screening. This stage identifies the likely impacts upon a Natura 2000 site of a plan
or project, either alone or in combination with other plans or projects, and considers whether
these impacts are likely to be significant.
Stage Two: Appropriate Assessment. This stage considers the impact of a plan or project on
the integrity of the Natura 2000 site, either alone or in combination with other plans or
projects, with respect to the site’s conservation objectives. Additionally, mitigation is
prescribed where adverse impacts are predicted. The results of a Stage 2 assessment are
presented in a Natura Impact Report (Plans) Natura Impact Statement (Projects).
Stage Three: Assessment of alternative solutions. This stage is carried out where adverse
impacts remain following Stage 2. The process then examines alternative ways of achieving
the objectives of the plan or project that avoids adverse impacts on the integrity of the Natura
2000 site.
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Stage Four: Assessment where no alternative solutions exist and where adverse impacts
remain. This stage is an assessment of compensatory measures where, in the light of an
assessment of imperative reasons of overriding public interest (IROPI), it is deemed that the
project or plan should proceed.
2.3

REGULATORY CONTEXT

The EU Habitats Directive and Birds Directive were transposed into Irish law in the European Union
(Natural Habitats) Regulations 1997 and amendments SI 233/1998 & SI 378/2005. The European
Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011 consolidate the European Communities
(Natural Habitats) Regulations 1997 to 2005 and the European Communities (Birds and Natural
Habitats)(Control of Recreational Activities) Regulations 2010, as well as addressing transposition
failures identified in the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) judgements. The Regulations
also address several judgments of the CJEU against Ireland, notably cases C-418/04 and C-183/05, in
respect of failure to transpose elements of the Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive into Irish law.
The Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2010 has since introduced appropriate assessment
for land use plans and planning projects into legislation.
The Habitats Directive states:
6(3) Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the
site (Natura 2000 sites) but likely to have significant effect thereon, either individually or in
combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to Appropriate Assessment of its
implications for the site in view of the sites conservation objectives. In the light of the
conclusions of the assessment of the implications for the site and subject to the provisions of
paragraph 4, the competent national authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after
having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned and, if
appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the general public.
6(4) If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the absence of
alternative solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for imperative
reasons of overriding public interest, including those of social or economic nature, the
Member State shall take all compensatory measures necessary to ensure that the overall
coherence of Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform the Commission of the compensatory
measures adopted. Where the site concerned hosts a priority natural habitat type and/or a
priority species the only considerations which may be raised are those relating to human
health or public safety, to beneficial consequences of primary importance for the
environment or, further to an opinion from the Commission, to other imperative reasons of
overriding public interest.
2.4

RELEVANT GUIDANCE

In the preparation of this assessment regard has been given to the following:


Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland: Guidance for Planning Authorities.
Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (2009)
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2.5



Managing Natura 2000 Sites - The provisions of Article 6 of the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC.
European Commission (2000)



Assessment of Plans and Projects Significantly Affecting Natura 2000 sites – Methodological
Guidance on the Provisions of Article 6(3) and (4) of the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC.
European Commission (2001)



Guidance document on Article 6(4) of the 'Habitats Directive' 92/43/EEC - Clarification of the
Concepts of: Alternative Solutions, Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest,
Compensatory Measures, Overall Coherence, Opinion of the Commission. European
Commission (2007)



Appropriate Assessment of Plans. Scott Wilson, Levett-Therivel Sustainability Consultants,
Treweek Environmental Consultants and Land Use Consultants (2006).



Workshop material on the Habitats Directive Assessment of Plans, by Riki Therivel, LevettTherivel Sustainability Consultants on behalf of the Heritage Council in February 2009.

STAGE 1 SCREENING PROCESS

Screening involves the following:
1. Description of plan or project, and local site or plan area characteristics
2. Identification of relevant Natura 2000 sites, and compilation of information on their
qualifying interests and conservation objectives
3. Assessment of likely effects – direct, indirect and cumulative – undertaken on the basis of
available information as a desk study or field survey or primary research as necessary
4. Screening statement with conclusions
Each Natura 2000 site has been reviewed to establish whether or not the project is likely to have a
significant effect on the integrity of the site as defined by its conservation objectives. The qualifying
interests and conservation objectives of each Natura 2000 site were identified and listed in Table 2.
The threats to individual qualifying interests and the site as a whole were assessed with reference to
the sensitivities of each site and listed in Table 2. Potential impacts can be summarised as follows:
Direct impacts refer to habitat loss or fragmentation arising from land-take requirements for
development. Direct impacts can be as a result of a change in land use or management, such
as the removal of agricultural practices that prevent scrub encroachment.
Indirect and secondary impacts do not have a straight-line route between cause and effect
and it is potentially more challenging to ensure that all the possible indirect impacts of the
plan – in combination with other plans and projects – have been established. Indirect effects
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include alteration to hydrological regime, impacts on water quality, impacts on species
movement or introduction of invasive species.
Disturbance to fauna can arise directly through the loss of habitat (e.g. bat roosts) or indirectly
through noise, vibration and increased activity associated with construction and operation.
Cumulative impacts are the impacts on the environment which result from incremental
impacts of the action when added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future
actions.
2.6

DESK REVIEW AND CONSULTATION

Desk top research and a literature review were carried out. This assessment takes into account
consultation with the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and Northern Ireland Environment
Agency (NIEA). Key sources of information included those outlined below:
Information on Natura 2000 sites; qualifying interests, conservation objectives and threats,
was accessed through online data available from National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS)
www.npws.ie and for Northern Ireland through Northern Ireland Environment Agency (NIEA)
http://www.doeni.gov.uk/niea//
Information on surface water drainage from the Ordinance Survey Ireland http://maps.osi.ie
Mapping and information on the location, nature and design of the proposed development
supplied by design team.
Information from the National Biodiversity Data Centre Biodiversity
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie
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3.1

STAGE 1 SCREENING
METHODOLOGY

A series of site visits were undertaken by Meath County Council and National Parks and Wildlife
Service staff from 2011 – 2013 with the specific objective of monitoring ongoing use and condition of
the dune system.
An assessment of the current and historic usage of sand dune systems was undertaken through a
review of available aerial photography using OSI Ortho 1995, 2000 and 2005 photography at a
resolution of 1:5000, and Google Earth historical imagery 2005, 2011 for the Mornington area. This
was used to identify: access pathways, significant patterns of use and significant patterns of change.
The quality of mapping and differing conditions on the day of capture are taken into account when
assessing the aerial photography.
Consultation was carried out with National Parks and Wildlife Services regional and local staff and
Meath County Council Heritage and Environmental staff. A site visit was made to the National Trust
managed Murlough Bay with David Thompson, Coast and Countryside Manager, to review best
practice management within protected dune systems.
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A review of background information, particularly data from the Coastal Monitoring Project and
supporting documents (Ryle et al. 2009, Murray 2012), and international best practice management
techniques measures to protect, restore and monitor the sand dune system was undertaken.
Potential measures were evaluated in terms of their necessity, effectiveness, and feasibility of use in
Mornington.
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APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT SCREENING

4.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The proposed pathway is c. 200m in length. The proposed walkway will comprise of a series of larch
planks (specifications below)
1600 planks of Dimensions: 100mm x 75mm x 1.5m.
Planks will be drilled with 10mm holes at a distance of 450mm from each end
Treated (tanalised) to weather resistance and durability with environmentally friendly
methods.
Threaded together via 6mm wire rope and separated by c.20-30mm of plastic piping
Ground levelling: The path will be laid down working east to west from landward to seaward
sides of the site. Work will be carried out in section of c 10m at a time. A layer of sand c.8cm
deep and 1.5m wide will be removed to allow the walkway to be laid down. The sand will be
stored in small stock piles on the seaward side of the path where clearance has not yet taken
place. The work will be overseen by a clerk of work/project ecologist.
Installation: The walkway will be assembled by threading successive planks of wood along a
6mm wire rope and separating each plank with sections of piping to provide spacing between
planks and flexibility. The pathway will then be backfilled with sand to ensure that the
connected planks are fixed in place. A volume of c.240m3 sand will be removed. The remainder
of sand, which has not been used to backfill will be relocated to areas within the sand dune
system identified in consultation with the NPWS staff and the project ecologist. NPWS regional
and local staff will be given date on which work will place in advance, to ensure adequate
notice should they wish to attend.
Figure 2. Proposed location of pathway
Preferred pathway location
Alternative pathways considered
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Figure 3. Location of all Natura 2000 sites within a 15km radius

4.2
SITE

DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURA 2000 SITES WITHIN 15KM OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Six Natura 2000 site occur within 15km radius of site. The qualifying interests of the sites and potential
for impacts on the sites are outlined below in tables 1 and 2
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Table 1. List of the Natura 2000 sites within 15km of the proposed development site
Natura 2000 site
Distance to Is there potential for
Is there potential for
name and code
Natura
direct impacts
indirect Impacts
2000 Site
Boyne Coast and
Estuary cSAC 1957

Within

River Boyne and
River Blackwater
cSAC 2299

4.22km

Boyne Estuary SPA
4080

Within

River Boyne and
River Blackwater
SPA 4232

10.5 km

River Nanny and
Estuary SPA 4158

3.45 km

Clogher Head cSAC
001459

8 km

Yes – due to the
proximity of the
proposed project
No – due to the scale of
the proposed works and
the distance to the
Natura 2000 site
Yes – due to the
proximity of the
proposed project
No – due to the scale of
the proposed works and
the distance to the
Natura 2000 site
No – due to the scale of
the proposed works and
the distance to the
Natura 2000 site
No – due to the scale of
the proposed works and
the distance to the
Natura 2000 site

Yes – due to the
proximity of the
proposed project
No – there are no
pathways linking the
proposed project with
the Natura 2000 site
Yes – due to the
proximity of the
proposed project
No – there are no
pathways linking the
proposed project with
the Natura 2000 site
No – there are no
pathways linking the
proposed project with
the Natura 2000 site
No – there are no
pathways linking the
proposed project with
the Natura 2000 site
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Is there potential for cumulative
impacts with other plans and
projects
Yes

Potential for
Likely Significant
Impacts on the
Natura 2000 site
Yes

No – there is no potential for
impacts so no cumulative impacts
are not anticipated

No

Yes

Yes

No – there is no potential for
impacts so no cumulative impacts
are not anticipated

No

No – there is no potential for
impacts so no cumulative impacts
are not anticipated

No

No – there is no potential for
impacts so no cumulative impacts
are not anticipated

No

Table 2. Qualifying Interests of sites potentially affected by the proposed project
Site name
Qualifying Interests and Status
Boyne Coast and Estuaries - Poor
Estuary cSAC
Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide - Poor
Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand - Poor
Spartina swards (Spartinion maritimae) - Poor
Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae) - Poor
Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) - Poor
Embryonic shifting dunes - Poor
Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria (white dunes) - Bad
Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey dunes) - Bad
Boyne Estuary
Golden Plover (Pluvialis apricaria) – All Ireland Importance
SPA
Knot (Calidris canutus) – All Ireland Importance
Selection species Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa) – Biogeographic Importance
Turnstone (Arenaria interpres) – All Ireland Importance
Additional species
of conservation
interest

Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna) – All Ireland Importance
Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) – All Ireland Importance
Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) – All Ireland Importance
Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) – All Ireland Importance
Sanderling (Calidris alba) – All Ireland Importance
Redshank (Tringa totanus) – All Ireland Importance
Little Tern (Sterna albifrons) – All Ireland Importance
Wetlands
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Threats
Habitat loss
Water pollution – including industrial and
sewage
Dredging
Recreational pressure
Infilling

Habitat loss
Water pollution - industrial and sewage
Dredging
Human disturbance
Infilling
Future port expansion
Nest predation (only relevant to Little
Tern)
Pesticide pollution
Artificial changes in saltmarsh water levels

4.3
DESCRIPTION OF THE QUALIFYING INTERESTS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSED
PROJECT
4.3.1

Boyne Coast and Estuary cSAC

Mornington sand dunes are part of the Boyne Coast and Estuary cSAC. They lie south of the mouth of
the Boyne Estuary on the east coast of Ireland. The training wall at the mouth of the Boyne estuary
has led to an accumulation of sand and enhanced the development of dunes at the northern part of
the site next to the town of Mornington. Here, there is a wide and accreting area with embryonic,
mobile and fixed dunes present. The dune system is highly calcareous and the high calcium content of
the dune system is considered unusual especially on the east coast. The fixed dunes are more
established and show greater diversity in structure and species than the neighbouring dunes at
Baltray, which are contained within the same cSAC. It is also, the most northerly site for the rare plant
species Wild Clary (Salvia verbenaca).
The dunes are heavily used, evidenced by numerous tracks and large blowouts. The dunes to the
south have been largely lost to Bettystown golf course which covers an area of approximately 50ha.
The fixed dunes on the seaward side of the golf course lie outside of the cSAC boundary extending
south towards Bettystown, where they occur as a narrow band of highly disturbed fixed dune ridges
backing onto the golf course. The dunes are fronted by a wide flat beach, which is used intensively as a
car park at Bettystown.
Table 3. Areas of EU Annex I habitats mapped in Mornington
EU Code
EU Habitat

Area (ha)

H1220
H2110
H2120
H2130
H2190
Total Sand Dune

0.582
0.665
1.737
20.749
0.932
24.665

Perennial vegetation of stony banks
Embryonic Shifting Dunes
Shifting Dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria
Fixed Dunes with herbaceous vegetation
Humid Dune Slacks

Fixed Dune (H2130)
The priority habitat fixed dune comprises 21 ha of the total sand dune habitat at Mornington (Table
3A). A large area of fixed dune has been modified by the golf course, which is outside of the cSAC. The
numerous tracks and blowouts in the remaining fixed dunes indicate high recreational pressure. Two
large blowouts occur in the northern part of the site and these cover a total area of 1.4ha while the
tracks account for approximately 1ha. There is a good diversity of typical fixed dune species. None of
the negative indicator species listed for fixed dune was recorded in the monitoring stops but some
were recorded in the general site species list.
Mobile Dunes (H2120)
The training wall at the mouth of the Boyne estuary has led to an accumulation of sand and enhanced
the development of the mobile dunes at the northern end next to Mornington and caused erosion
towards the southern end. The mobile dune comprises 1.7 ha of the sand dune habitat (Table 3A). The
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typical species Marram grass (Ammophila arenaria) dominates with Lyme grass (Leymus arenarius)
occasional.
Embryonic Dunes (H2110)
The embryonic dunes are located in the accreting northern tip of the site and total just over 0.7 ha in
area (Table 3A). The typical species present are Lyme grass (Leymus arenarius) and Sand couch
(Elytrigia juncea) with the latter dominating. No negative indicator species were recorded in this
habitat. The embryonic dunes naturally contain a lot of bare ground and so the impacts from
recreational activities are not always obvious. However, given the heavy recreational use of the site
impacts from pedestrian traffic are probable.
4.3.2

Boyne Estuary SPA

The wetland habitats of the Boyne Estuary SPA can be categorised into three broad types: subtidal;
intertidal and supratidal. Waterbirds may use more than one of these habitat types for different
requirements throughout the tidal cycle. The subtidal, intertidal and supratidal areas are the primary
foraging and roosting habitats for the qualifying features of the SPA.
Subtidal areas refer to those areas contained within the SPA that lie below the mean low water mark
and are predominantly covered by marine water. For the Boyne Estuary SPA this broad category is
estimated to be 165 ha. Subtidal areas are continuously available for benthic and surface feeding
ducks and other waterbirds.
The intertidal area is defined as the area contained between the mean high water mark and the mean
low water mark. For the Boyne Estuary SPA this is estimated to be 321 ha. When exposed or partially
exposed by the tide, intertidal habitats provide important foraging areas for many species of
waterbirds, especially wading birds, as well as providing roosting/loafing areas.
The supratidal category refers to areas that are not frequently inundated by the tide but contain
shoreline and coastal habitats and can be considered an integral part of the shoreline. This is
estimated to be 108 ha. Supratidal areas are used by a range of waterbird species as a roosting
resource as well as providing feeding for some species.
4.4

CURRENT CONSERVATION STATUS OF THE QUALIFYING INTERESTS

4.4.1

Boyne Coast and Estuary cSAC

Impacts associated with recreational activities such as golfing, walking, picnicking, horse riding and
sunbathing are contributing to the overuse of the dune system. This is evident throughout the entire
site where trampling (has resulted in the formation of numerous tracks and blowouts. The absence of
grazers at the site has resulted in a rank sward in the fixed dunes. The introduction of a grazing regime
for this site would require consideration of the recreational activities of the site but would improve
greatly the condition of this habitat.
The EU conservation status of the qualifying features at Mornington is given below in Table 4. This is
based on recent surveys.
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Table 4 EU Conservation Status Assessment of Mornington Dunes
Habitats
EU Conservation Status Assessment
Favourable Unfavourable Unfavourable Overall EU
Inadequate
- Bad
Conservation
Status
Assessment
Fixed Dunes
Extent
Unfavourable
(H2130)
Structure &
- inadequate
Function
Future prospects
Dune Slack
Extent
Unfavourable
(H2170)
Structure &
- inadequate
Function
Future prospects
Mobile Dunes Extent
Structure &
Unfavourable
(H2120)
Function
- inadequate
Future prospects
Embryonic
Dunes
(H2110)

Extent
Structure &
Function
Future prospects

Unfavourable
- inadequate

Proposed Irish
Conservation
Status System
Unfavourable –
declining

Unfavourable –
declining

Unfavourable –
declining

Unfavourable –
declining

Fixed Dunes (H2130)
The EU conservation status of the extent of fixed dune at Mornington is rated as unfavourableinadequate. This is based on best scientific judgement. Currently the main impact on the extent of the
fixed dunes is human induced erosion due to recreational activities. The estimated area of bare sand
currently accounts for greater than 10% of the fixed dune habitat.
The EU conservation status for structure and function is unfavourable – inadequate. Four monitoring
stops were placed in fixed dune area and one of these failed (Table 3D). The monitoring stop that
failed, did not reach the targets for the attributes of typical species and sward height. This is mainly on
account of the lack of grazing at the site.
The control of human induced erosion is not addressed in the conservation plan for Mornington. The
conservation plan does states that NPWS will ensure that the coastal walkway planned for the area
will not encroach on the fixed dune. However, there is a need for action to reduce the impact of the
heavy use of the dunes. The recreational pressure on these dunes is likely to increase in the future
owing to the growing population in the general area.
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4.4.2

Boyne Estuary SPA

Table 5 SCI species of Boyne Estuary SPA – Current Site Conservation Condition
Special Conservation Interest
BoCCI
Site Conservation
Current International
category
Condition
Trend
Golden Plover
Red
Favourable
Decline
Knot
Red
Favourable
Decline
Black-tailed Godwit
Amber
Favourable
Increase
Turnstone
Green
Unfavourable
Decline
Shelduck
Amber
Favourable
Stable
Qystercatcher
Amber
Favourable
Decline
Grey Plover
Amber
Favourable
Decline
Lapwing
Red
Unfavourable
Decline
Sanderling
Green
Favourable
Stable/increase
Redshank
Red
Intermediate
Stable/decline

4.5

CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of the Habitats Directive is to maintain or restore the favourable conservation status
of habitats and species of community interest. These habitats and species are listed in the Habitats
and Birds Directives and Special Areas of Conservation and Special Protection Areas are designated to
afford protection to the most vulnerable of them.
4.5.1

Boyne Coast and Estuary SAC
Objective for Embryonic shifting dunes: restore the favourable conservation condition.
Objective for Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria: restore the
favourable conservation condition.
Objective for Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation: restore the favourable
conservation condition.
Favourable conservation status of a habitat is achieved when:
Its natural range, and area it covers within that range, are stable or increasing, and
The specific structure and functions which are necessary for its long‐term
maintenance exist and are likely to continue to exist for the foreseeable future, and
The conservation status of its typical species is favourable.

4.5.2

Boyne Estuary SPA
Objective 1: To maintain the favourable conservation condition of the non-breeding waterbird
Special Conservation Interest species listed for Boyne Estuary SPA.
This objective is defined by the following attributes and targets:15

To be favourable, the long term population trend for each waterbird Special
Conservation Interest species should be stable or increasing.7 Waterbird populations
are deemed to be unfavourable when they have declined by 25% or more, as assessed
by the most recent population trend analysis.8
To be favourable, there should be no significant decrease in the range, timing or
intensity of use of areas by the waterbird species of Special Conservation Interest,
other than that occurring from natural patterns of variation.9
Objective 2: To maintain the favourable conservation condition of the wetland habitat at
Boyne Estuary SPA as a resource for the regularly-occurring migratory waterbirds that utilise
it.
This objective is defined by the following attributes and targets:To be favourable, the permanent area occupied by the wetland habitat should be
stable and not significantly less than the area of 594 ha, other than that occurring
from natural patterns of variation.
4.6
THE LIKELY IMPACTS ON THE NATURA 2000 SITE (EITHER ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH
OTHER PLANS OR PROJECTS)
4.6.1

Route Selection

In order to minimise the impact of the proposed pathway on the dune system, a review of pathways in
use was undertaken on in the field to determine condition, width, depth, gradient and distance to the
beach. A review of aerial photos was also undertake to identify the larger and more regularly used
pathways within the system. The principal pathways start in the informal car park and run east-west to
the beach (See Appendix II for further information). Three main pathways were identified and the
most northerly of these was selected as being most suitable for the following reasons:
It represented the shortest and most direct route to the beach, thereby minimising the
footprint of the pathway
The existing pathway of bare sand is almost the same width as the proposed wooden
pathway, and would require minimal disturbance of sand and vegetation to lay down the
pathway. Prior to the erection of poles to prevent vehicles accessing the dunes, this path was
sometimes used by cars and is wider and flatter than other alternative pathways that form
more of a V-shape into the dune system.
The gradient is gently sloping and suitable for the proposed pathway
4.6.2

Habitat Management

Murray (2012) notes that the absence of grazers at the site has resulted in a rank sward in the fixed
dunes. The site visit to the National Trust managed dune system at Murlough Bay showed that light
grazing was required to achieve optimum vegetation condition. However, the introduction of grazing
on the Mornington site would require: (i) consideration of recreational activities, (ii) negotiation with
landowners and (iii) the provision of animal husbandry on site. The introduction of grazing is therefore
unlikely to be achieved in the short to medium term.
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Consultation and background research suggests that in the absence of grazing or other management,
some recreational trampling creates some structural diversity in the vegetation and prevents the
dominance of tall grasses in the immediate vicinity of informal pathways. Pathways provided a graded
structure along their margins from bare sand to dense vegetation where low growing forb species can
successfully compete and grow. Removing trampling and informal pathways could remove this
structural variation and potentially result in less species diversity within the sand dunes than is
currently present.
However, given the extensive network of pathways, it is unlikely that the provision of one formal,
dedicated boardwalk would significantly reduce the trampling to the extent where there was a loss of
habitat and species diversity. The current network is very extensive and best available scientific
information (Murray 2012, Ryle et al. 2009, Curtis 2004) suggests that current level of recreational
pressure is negatively impacting on the qualifying features (fixed dunes, mobile dunes, and embryonic
dunes), which are now considered to have an overall conservation status of unfavourable –
inadequate. It is therefore proposed that the creation of a pathway is necessary for the conservation
management of the site.
It is proposed to provide a fixed walkway within the most heavily used route to the beach. This will
provide pedestrians with a formal pathway and is likely to reduce the number of different pathways in
use. The provision of a pathway will facilitate a certain section of users, primarily those who wish to
access the beach from the informal car park, but it is unlikely that it will reduce trampling within the
dune systems to the extent that the network of pathways will be eliminated. This network is likely to
persist but in a manor that does not threaten the long-term viability of the site.
4.6.3

Construction

Ground levelling: The path will be laid down working east to west from landward to seaward sides of
the site. Work will be carried out in section of c 10m at a time. A layer of sand c.8cm deep and 1.5m
wide will be removed to allow the walkway to be laid down. The sand will be stored in small stock piles
on the seaward side of the path where clearance has not yet taken place.
The working area will be kept to a minimum necessary and largely confined to the pathway area.
Movement will be along the pathway area and the works will avoid ingress into the surrounding dunes
area. The work will be largely carried out with hand tools. Good levelling of the sand under the
pathway is vital for the long-term maintenance of the pathway. The sand will be rolled and compacted
to ensure good contact with the wooden pathway.
Installation: The walkway will be assembled by threading successive planks of wood along a 6mm wire
rope and separating each plank with sections of piping to provide spacing between planks and
flexibility. The assembly will take place in the car park area and strips of pathway will be laid down on
the levelled pathway. The pathway will then be backfilled with sand to ensure that the connected
planks are fixed in place. A volume of c.240m3 sand will be removed.
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4.6.4

Operation

The boardwalk will occupy an area of 200m x 1.5m (315m2) post-construction on an area of bare sand
and sparse vegetating.
4.6.5

Boyne Coastal Estuary

Activities that cause disturbance can lead to the displacement of waterbirds. Displacement from
feeding opportunities reduces a bird’s energy intake and also leads to an increase in energy
expenditure as a result of the energetic costs of flying to an alternative foraging area. Displacement
also has the knock-on ecological effects such as increased competition within and/or between
different species for a common food source. In areas subject to heavy or on-going disturbance,
waterbirds may be disturbed so frequently that their displacement is equivalent to habitat loss.
While minor amounts of terrestrial foraging may occur with some species e.g. bar-tailed godwit and
oystercatcher, the terrestrial habitats affected by the proposed project are not suitable habitats for
this activity. The wider area of Mornington Dunes surrounding the pathway is primarily used by
skylarks and meadow pipits, which are habituated to the current level of activity and disturbance
within the area.
Modifications to areas may pose a likely significant impact on the qualifying features of the SPA and
disturbance has the potential to be an issue in open coast areas. However, as the proposed project
will pass through the sand dune system and will not interfere with the subtidal, intertidal and
supratidal areas so there is no risk of likely significant effects on the integrity to the SPA.
4.6.6

In Combination Impacts

The dune system is bounded to the south and southwest by the adjacent Laytown and Bettystown
Golf Course. A portion of the sand dunes has been lost in the past to this development. The fixed
dunes on the seaward side of the golf course now lie outside the cSAC boundary extending south
towards Bettystown, where they occur as a narrow bank of highly disturbed fixed dune ridges backing
onto the golf course. It is unlikely that further encroachment by development will occur within the
designated areas. However, despite the recent downturn in economic conditions, the surrounding
area is a popular residential area and experiences high densities of visitors for day trips to the beach in
good weather and informal recreation year round. The continued use of the area for recreational
purposes and the likelihood that the population of the surrounding area will gradually increase over
the coming decades ensures that the visitor pressure on the site is unlikely to decrease and will
probably increase over time.

4.7

DESCRIBE ANY LIKELY CHANGES TO THE SITE ARISING FROM THE PROJECT

In relation to the SAC, the dunes currently have a dense network of informal pathways and desire lines
that have developed over decades. The creation of a dedicated pathway for pedestrians between the
informal car park and the beach would provide a clear pathway for visitors. This is likely to be the
preferred means of accessing the beach from the car park and is likely to result in a decline of use of
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other pathways through the dune system. Over time this should reduce the level of ware in the dune
system and lead to a recovery of vegetation within the dense network of informal pathway.
In relation to the SPA, the proposed pathway is located at the southern edge of the SPA will not
encroach on habitat that is associated with any of the qualifying features of the site. The wider area of
Mornington Dunes surrounding the pathway is regularly subject to a moderate level of disturbance
and the species that occur in the terrestrial area, such as skylarks and meadow pipits, are habituated
to this level of activity. Therefore there is unlikey to be any alteration in the distribution or behaviour
of species present as a result of the proposed pathway.
4.8

CONCLUSION

The key damaging issues identified during previous and recent site assessments were erosion primarily
due to vehicle and pedestrian access and recreational pressure. Restrictions to access and recreational
infrastructure are required to protect against damaging activities.
To date, vehicle access has been restricted by placing a series of poles to form a barrier and prevent
cars accessing the dunes. A dedicated pathway leading to the beach is likely to provide a clear
pathway to the beach that will be used by the majority of users wishing to access the beach area. This
in turn will lead to a reduction in the level of use of other informal pathways thereby preventing
further erosion in these areas and allowing them to gradually recover and revegetate.
The assessment concludes that there is no likely significant effect on the integrity of the Boyne Coast
and Estuary cSAC or the Boyne Estuary SPA resulting from the proposed pathway.
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5

APPENDIX I MAPPING REVIEW

Figure 4. OSI 1995

Figure 5. OSI 2000

Figure 6. OSI 2005
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Figure 7. Google 2005

Figure 8. Google 2011
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6

APPENDIX II PUBLIC ACCESS REVIEW

Previous surveys and reports (Curtis, 2004, Ryle et al. 2009, Murray 2012) have indicated visitor access
as the main issue that requires urgent action at this site. A network of tracks and some blowout areas
have developed. There are two principal means by which these have formed.
Vehicular Access
A metal barrier, which had been in place
for many years, recently broke. This
allowed vehicles to ingress further into the
northern area of dunes. In a number of
cases, cars and 4 wheel drives attempted
to access the beach through the dune
system, On-going monitoring by NPWS
and Meath Environmental Staff suggests
that this resulted in some pedestrian
tracks being substantially increased in
width and depth.
Pedestrian Access
Photo 1 Vehicle pathways through the dune system (2011)
A widespread network of tracks can by
seen throughout the dune system. This
network originated primarily from heavy
recreational use of the dune system by
pedestrians.
Spatial usage:
Two patterns of spatial use can be
observed from aerial photography.
Lateral movement. The most significant
is the east-west lateral movement of
visitors between the car park and the
beach. In this area there is a fanning
effect where people start from one point Photo 2 Pedestrian pathways through the dune system (2011)
and pass through a number of channels to
arrive at the beach. There is no designated
or formal walkway so a number of informal routes are used.
Longitudinal movement: Visitors walking parallel to the beach. This group is likely to be much
fewer, possibly locals. One of these tracks is very pronounced indicating persistent usage over time.
The narrow area between the golf course and the beach is considered vulnerable to funnelling traffic
and, by virtue of its narrow shape, vulnerable to coastal erosion. In this area there is a funnelling effect
i.e. people start from a number of points and are channelled to a pinch-point to continue their walk
parallel to the beach.
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Temporal usage:
A review of the OSI and Google Earth mapping shows that many of the existing pathways in the
2011 photo are identifiable from the 2005, 2000 and 1995 photos. This indicates that these pathways
have not changed significantly over the 1995 – 2011 period. However, the ingression of vehicles on
sand dunes following the breakdown of the barrier created new or enlarged existing pathways. Over
time some of the existing pathways may also have expanded, becoming wider or deeper through
pedestrian usage.
Other Uses

Photo 3 Horse riding on the beach

Photo 4 Motor biking in the dune system

The dunes system is used for other recreational activities that contribute to the network of tracks
including horse riding and motorbike scrambling. The horse riding activity is largely limited to one of
the most widely used track at the northern end of the dunes. This occurs on an almost daily basis and
creates and maintains a pathway of bare sand. Scrambling is distributed throughout the dune system.
MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Vehicle Barriers
Action for Biodiversity reviewed a number of measures to prevent ingress of vehicles based on
standard methods in use. The basic criteria for selection was that the barrier to entry should be:
environmentally sustainable, in keeping with the area, durable, replaceable, clearly visible to cars, and
did not pose a risk to the health and safety of the general public. The options considered are set out
below.
Pedestrian walkway
Boardwalks are the most widely use means of guiding visitors and preventing damage to dunes.
Example Photo x and x are taken from Conservation Services website and show the type of structure
that would be created. This is similar to the structure used in Murlough Bay Photo .
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Photo 5 Murlough Bay wooden pathway
as an example of the proposed pathway
for Mornington Dunes

Photoof6the
Close-up
of the
pathway
Photo 6 Close-up
pathway
infilled
with infilled with
sand ittoinmaintain
it in place
without
sand to maintain
place without
the use
of the use of
any hard engineering
any hard engineering

Photo 7 Overview of pathway system in Murlough Bay
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